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The Mega has won and placed in more competitions throughout the world than any other glider this year.
The Mega holds the cross country record in Australia, South Africa, Europe and U.S.A.
The Mega is the only .certified Hang Glider manufactured in Australia. (Do you think its safe to trust only verbal evidence of a gliders
structural integrity or pitching curve?)
According to an impartial glider evaluation in a recent issue of "Hang Gliding" based on over 12 hrs flying time,
"The Mega topped out consistantly over other Gliders"
"The only other Glider above me was another Mega with a lower wing loading!"
"It is a piece of cake to land the Mega; no nose dropping thro', no tip stalling."
"To launch, just point the nose into the wind, level the wings and run it off."
"I don't have any problems learning to fly the Mega"
According to Chris Price:
"The Mega consistantly out thermals all other gliders even with my 225 Ib clip in weight."
According to George Worthington:
,
"The Megas better speed range and penetration allowed me to safely fly further back behind the spine (in Cerro Gordo) and take
advantage of clouds 2 miles downwind, this made an extremely significant difference in achieving my record."

MOYES MEGA.
Easy to fly, top of the stack, certified safe and strong, 5 min set up, a list of competition successes as long as verushka's legs, backed
by 14 years experience.
WHAT MORE DO YOU WANT FROM A GLIDER?
FLY MEGA AND STEP OFF INTO A NEW DIMENSION.
PHONE THE MOYES FACTORY
02-387-5114.
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SKYSAILOR IS THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
ADVERTISING RATES:
Full page: $40.00
Half page: $25.00
Quarter page: $15.00
Market place: free
*SkySailor accepts no responsibility for claims made
by adverti sers.
*No endorsement is implied.
*Ads. from kite manufacturers must indicate whether
or not their kite meets USHGA certification standards.
*Kites for sale in the Market Place must indicate
a minimum suitable hang rating.

Edited, illustrated and put together by Marsha,
Olga, Greg, Dennis, Peter and sundry other
friends and helpers.
SkySailor is provided as a service to members.
Non-members can subscribe to SkySailor for $10.00
per annum. Subscriptions should be sent to TAHGA.

IMPORTANT ADDRESSES
Send your change of address notice, your contributions
to SkySailor, your queries about insurance, the
pilot handbook and other national matters and your
membership renewal to:
T.A.H.G.A,
Box 4 Holme Building,
Sydney University, 2006.
Secretary s
Phone: (02) 692 2872 wk., (042) 942 545 hm.

N.S.W.H.G.A. ,
P.O. Box 121,
Sutherland, 2232.

V.H. G.A. ,
P.O. Box 400,
Prahran, 3181.

Q. H. G.A.,

H. G. A. l~ . A. ,

G. P. O. Box 2271,
Brisbane, 4001.
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For information about new memberships, ratings or
local sites write to the appropriate State Association.
A. C. T.H.G.A.,
P.O. Box 496,
Manuka, 2603.
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P.O. Box 84,
Doubleview, 6018.

S.A.H.G.A. ,
P.O. Box 163,
Goodwood, 5034.
Tas.H.G.A. ,
21 Leslie Street,
South Launceston, 7250.

1981 RENEWALS
Renewals this year will be very easy. All you have to do is to put
your SkySailor wrapper and your cheque (or money order but NOT cash)
into an envelope and send it direct to TAHGA. Early renewal will
ensure that you continue to receive your insurance and skySailor .
PLEASE CHECK THE INFORMATION ON THE WRAPPER AND SEND THE CORRECT FEE ! !
A TYPICAL WRAPPER IS ILLUSTRATED BELOW.

YOUR TAHGA NUMBER
Male members have a
5 digit number,
Female members have a
5 digit number with
an "F" after it.

D

FRONT

13933

we
don't know what your
rating is: how about
putting it in?

D WHITE,
50 PIPER STREET,
LILYFIELD, 2040,
NEW SOUTH WALES.

IS _Y_O_UR
__
N_UMB
__E_R .::C.::O.:. :R.:. :RE=.C.::T.=.?

YOUR RATING

~'3~-----------------------t------~~~~~1
If this is blank,

IS YOUR RATING
----YOUR NAME

&

ADDRESS

Are they correct?
(including postcode)

BACK
SKYSAILOR
The Official Publication of
The Australian Hang Gliding Association
Registered for Postage as Category B.
IF UNDELIVERED RETURN TO:
Box 4 Holme Bldg. ,Sydney Uni. ,N.S.W. ,2006.

TAHGA' S ADDRESS
Send your money and
wrapper to this address

FEES
Most members belong to the Association of the state in which
they reside . If you are not sure which State Association you
belong to, check your TAHGA number: the first digit indicates
your State Association .
Total Fee

State
N.S.W.
A.C.T.
Victoria
Queensland
S.A .
W. A.
Tas mania

$22.00
$25 '.50
$25.00
$30.00
$34.00
$23.00
$23.00

1
2
3
4
5

6
7

The total fee is composed of a TAHGA fee ($8 . 00) , an insurance levy ($10.00) and a State
fee. The State fees vary because some Associations have more members than others and s ome
States do more for their members than others.
THIS YEAR, SEND YOUR WRAPPER AND YOUR TOTAL FEE DIRECT TO TAHGA .
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CORRECT?

THE AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
Box 4 Holme Buiding, Sydney University, 2006 .

DECEMBER REPORT TO THE MEMBERS FROM TAHGA EXECUTIVE

draw the line. Paid help is a must for an organization trying to do its best for the members .

If it seems like this issue is full of bad
news and too much talk of accidents, you're right!
But there is a very 'good reason--because there have
been too many accidents and especially too many
serious ones in the last six weeks.
It has been
such a bad month for news that I'm almost afraid
to answer the phone or open the mail anymore.

Before anyone complains that it isn't needed,
remember two things . First, it isn't costing the
members anything since the administrator will be
finances by government grants. Second, if the
administrator can manage to do any further fundraising (and we plan to put him right on that as
a primary task), then we'll be able to do some
important jobs which we can ' t manage now. We have
nothing to lose and lots to gain from this chance
to put some government money to good use.

To tell the truth, last week in preparing this
issue, we had decided to make sure all the recent
ones were included to try to "put the fear into
people" in the hope that they would be more safety
c onscious over the holidays.
Since then, Paul
Van Hof's accident has totally shaken all of us and
made the task of getting this issue out a very
unpleasant one.

Renewals
As of 4 December, there are 195 renewed
members of TAHGA. Where are the other 1000 of you?

There are reports on Paul's accident and the
fatal accident at Hume Weir last month provided
by witnesses.
There are also reports of two
serious accidents in the ACT involving beginners
and report by witnesses and the pilot of an
accident at Stanwell Park recently. We all hope
that reading of the misfortunes and mistakes of
others will remind you to leave yourself a wide
margin for error in your holiday flying.

The state secretaries have received from us
the first batch of lists of 1981 members, so if
you have sent your renewal in you should receive
your 1981 sticher direct from them soon.
The January issue of SkySailor is the last
issue which will be sent to :980 members so don't
leave it too late or you may miss an issue.

Please take things easy and be more careful.
I really couldn't handle any more accident reports.

That's all for now .
to you all ..

A PAID ADMINISTRATOR FOR HGFA

Safe and happy holidays

Marsha M. Leeman
TAHGA and HGFA Secretary

There is some good news this month but it
hardly offsets the bad.
The federal government has granted to HGFA,
the Australian Parachute Association and the
Australian Aerobatics Association money for a
paid joint administrator.
The duties of the
position are outlined below and ads will soon be
appearing to recruit the right person.

.

skysailor back Issues
IF you missed out on some of your Skysailors
because your changed address or just joined
up late • ••

The person filling the position will:
1) investigate possible sources of finance which
would benefit the sports in their development and
in their efforts to send representatives to international events ,
2) promote the sports to the people of Australia
emphasizing the positive social benefits of aviation sports ,
3) prepare programs aimed at increased participation in the sports at all levels,
4) prepare programs aimed at improving management
within the sports at club , state and national level,
5) perform other administrative tasks as needed.

AND yo u want a complete 1980 set of your
magazine •••

THEN don't despair because you can buy
back issues for the amazing price of

50¢

per issue,
including postage

SEND you r order and your money to

TAHGA,
Box 4 Holme Building,
Sydney University, 2006,

Though our sport has been run in the past and
at present by dedi cated volunteers, there are times
when even the most self-sacrificing volunteers must
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REPORT OF ACTIVITIES

towards sponsoring an Australian
team to the 1981 world Competition
in Japan.

NOVEMBER
Helmet Survey

Accidents

The Safety Co-ordinator, Rod Stevens, has so far
surveyed about 30 helmets of various shapes, ages,
sizes, weights and makes. All helmets were found
to be in a generally acceptable condition, with no
major visible defects.

There have been three (3) deaths from hang gliding
accidents so far in Australia this year. These
were:
Mt Elephant - Victoria (inland)
Hume Weir , Colin Campbell - NSW (towing)

Introduction to Hang Gliding

Talbingo, Paul van Hof - NSW (in land)

A small number of copies of the Introduction to
Hang Gliding prepared by NSWHGA President, Martyn
Yeomans, is now available for distribution.
Additional copies are being printed and will be
sent to all renewed NSWHGA members early in 1981.

A fourth person is still in a coma as a result
of an accident at Lake George near Canberra
(inland). There have been quite a few more
broken bones in accidents such as the one at
Sugarloaf (inland) near Newcastle and at Talbingo
and miraculous survivals such as the one at
Stanwell Park (coastal) where t he leading edge
on a kite broke as a direct result of some very
radical flying.

Bendemeer
The State Co-ordinator, Bruce White is considering
a number of approaches to have this site reopened.
Unfortunately, however, the site will remain closed
until further notice .

The need for safetyo)nsciousness in hang gliding
cannot be over- emphasised. Our record this year
is not good.
Some fl iers seem to be rather loathe
to send in accident reports for accidents which
they have witnessed. Or, are they just being
slack? Please send in a report even if you think
someone else is . A number of different points of
view on the same accident can be very enlightening.
Reports of accidents will be published in Skysailor
as they come to hand . please send them in as
someone else may learn from yours or another's
mistakes and thus save another tragedy from
occurring. We don't need this sort of publicity.

Training
The Training Officer , Paul Hough, reported that
there has been little training lately due either
to a lack of interest or difficulties in
communication.
Hang Gliding Lessons may be
arranged by ringing:
Paul Hough

411 5307

lain Brown

546 3270

If you do not have these numbers handy when
someone approaches you on the hill for information
on Hang Gliding Lessons tell them to ring Sports
House, listed under the Department of Sport and
Recreation in the NSW Government section of the
telephone book , on 241 3122 .
Sports House will
give the enquirer a contact number , in the
NSWHGA Executive, to ring.

Safe Soaring
Olga white

Competi tions
1981 NSW TITLES :

NSWHGA Training School

The 1981 NSW Titles will be held in either very
late February or early March .
A venue has still
to be arranged.
The Titles will be held as
usual over a period of a ~eek.
Keep the dates
in mind.
Information will appear in the January
issue of Skysailor .

Learn to han g glide with the
INTER-GALACTIC HANG

1981 NATIONALS:

GLIDrr~G

SCHOOL

See separate report in this issue of Skysailor.

Under the interstellar eyes . of

1981 WORLD COMPETITIONS :

PAUL HOUGH
IAIi'l BROWN

The NSWHGA Executive is considering putting a
motion to the 1981 AGM that NSWHGA give $1 ,000. 00
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(02) 411 5307
(02) 546 3270

NSWHGA
Seminar

Seminar

Annual
Genera 1
Meeting

1981 NSWHGA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Calendar

7.30 p.m., Friday, 12th December.
"Thermalling techniques"
The speaker will be Paul Matthews,
past president of the Southern Cross
Gliding Club at Camden and current
N.S.W. Gliding Champion.
Light refreshments will be served.

The expiry date for nominations,Oct . 15,
came and went with only one nomination
having been made ... that by Greg Tanner
for the position of President.Greg wi 11
therefore take over this position as
from January 1 st ,1981.

7.30 p.m'. , Friday, 23rd January.
"Hang Glider Design"
The speaker will be Kevin Mitchell,
well known Sydney sail maker. His
sails can be seen on all Ultra-Light
kites, manufactured by Brian Fimmel.
Light refreshements will be served.

Of the 1980 Executive,the following
are staying on and becaus e no other
nomination was lodged,they will carry
on during 1981

:

TAHGA Co-ordinator - BRUCE WHITE
Treasurer - VAL WALLINGTON

7.30 p.m., Friday, 6th February.
Nominations will be received for all
Executive positions, except President
State Coordinator and Treasurer, for
the 1981 Executive and for Membership
Secretary from the floor of the
meeting. Come and nominate to
continue the good work of the present
Executive.

The other positions have to be fil led
at the A.G.M if

NSWHGA is to oper-

ate effectively next year :
SECRETARY .. . . TRAINING OFFiCER ....
"AIRWAVES" EDITOR .... SAFETY CO-ORDINATOR .. .

COMPETITIONS OFFICER ... . MEMBERSHIP ~ECRETARY ... .
The Membership Secretary will not be a voting
member of the Executive and will receive
$1.00 for each membership processed.
GET INVOLVED! COME TO THE AGM AND NOmNATE!

Films of gliding and/or hang gliding will be
shown at each of the above meetings.
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YEAR

OF

THE

NSWHGA

TURKEY

1981 is shaping up to be the year of the turkey an d
if the trend of the past month continues we might
find DOT playing a much more active role in our
day-to-day flying.

TEAr~

FOR

THE

1981

NATIONALS

The 1981 Nationals will be organized by the VHGA
and will be held in Victoria during the Australia
day holiday long weekend, 24 - 26 January 1981.
TAHGA has decided that the various states will be
represented on a proportional basis at the
Nationals, with the larger states being permitted
to send a larger contingent than the smaller
states.
It is not yet known how many places
have been allocated to NSW.

The common garden variety stall still seems to
claim the most HI and HII pilots.
The injuries that
spring to mind are:
one broken wrist
one broken jaw

The NSW team will be chosen on the basis of the
1980 NSW Titles results.
If you competed in the
1980 NSW Titles NSWHGA would like to hear whether
you are available for the 1981 Nationals if
selected. Even if you were placed No. 30, or
lower or higher, NSWHGA would still like to hear
from you, as soon as possible, if you are
interested in being on the team as it is not yet
known how many places will be allocated to NSW
for the Nationals. There are also bound to be a
large number of pilots who were placed fairly
close to the top in the NSW Titles but who will
not be available to go to the Nationa"is.

one case of concussion
one case of brain contusion
two broken arms
one pilot in a serious coma
The message is quite simple - don't try too hard to
soar. While you are at the sand dune stage - get
a good feel for air speed. Don't worry about trying
to fly slowly until you have several hundred feet
beneath you, then practise flying slowly so you can
recognise the onset of a stall immediately.
HI II pilots - the intermediate syndrome strikes _
Overconfidence, lapses in judgement, flying in winds
that are too strong.
HIV pilots - the advanced syndrome - Overconfidence,
exceeding the limits of the machine, flying in
conditions that are too turbulent.
Allow a large ma:r-gin for error - Attempt one new
thing at a time.

If you do not confirm your willingness to go to
the Nationals you will not be considered.
Confirmations will be accepted up until Wednesday,
7 January 1981. A list of those fliers chosen to
go to the 1981 Nationals will appear in the
January issue of Skysailor. All members of the
team will also be notified individually by mail.

Safe Soaring

Confirmations may be made by writing to:
NSWHGA
POBox 121
SUTHERLAND NSW

Greg Tannei

2232

or by telephoning:
Bruce White on (02) 932212
(After hours or on weekends)
Please confirm your willingness to be considered
for the 1981 Nationals as soon as possible, or
you may miss out .

..
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A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO
Change of Address:

THE POSTBOX.

The Secretary has moved. He can be contacted
through the box at Sutherland (Australia Post
permitting) or phone (02) 411 5373 (AH).

It was a particularly hot day, the third of
December . I was standing in my front yard chatting
animatedly with the octogenarian who lives next
door, who was bus ily extracting the remains of my
cat from beneath the wheels of his '53 Humber Vogue.

Changes to Membership Form:
Throw out any old membership application forms you
have.
If you want new forms valid for 1981 write
and I will send some out (Australia Post permitting) .

out of the corner of m~ eye I spied what at first
appeared to be a large priority paid envelope
lurching down the middle of the road.

Changes to Fees:
Muffled shouts marked its progress down the street .
A high pitched whine'eminated from the interior
of this animated apparition from Australia Post.

The fees for 1981 will be:
.S22.00 per annum plus S5.00 joining fee for
new members . Renewals due 1 January 1981 .
Those joining between April

- June pay S16.50, plus
Joining fee .
July - Sept
pay ~11 . 00, plus
Joining fee.
Oct - Dec'
pay $5 . 50, plus
Joinino fee .

Silenced, we watched with consuming interest as . it
slowly drew abreast of us and then lunged menacingly
at my post box.
At this stage the gutter intervened , the bottom of
the priority paid envelope came to an abrupt halt
and Newton's second law of motion being what it is
the top of the envelope continued forward .

People who are reJo~ning after a lapse ofa year or
more do not need to pay a new joining fee (if you
do, it will be called a donation). They may retain
their old TAHGA number, if it is still available.
However , they do not r .e tain their old rating - they
should contact a Safety Officer who will arrange
to retest both theory and flying skills. Minimum
waiting times may be waived at the Safety Officer ' s
discretion.

It became apparent that the high pitched whine was
really emanating from the engine of a much abused
Honda - 50 , which had previously been hidden from
view by the said envelope . The muffled shouts were
of course coming from an emaciated postie wh ose
tie was wrapped around the front wheel of the bike .
He said he ' d set out from Sutherland Post Office
on the morning of September 29 . After he ' d gone
abcut a mile his tie got caught in the spokes of
the front wheel; the tie tightened , inexorably
drawing his head towards the handlebars . He began
to panic.

Change of Heart:
People who are not renewed by 1 January 1980 will
not be flying until they renew.
NO HELMET
STICKER - NO FLY!
site Directory:

His struggles only succeeded in loosening the straps
securing the unwieldy load to his back.
It fell;
draping the luckless postie with its priority paid
flanks obscuring his view of the road.

We have three entries - all sent in with the comment
that "you probably know about this site". We don ' t.
Stewart Morgan has voluntered his s~rvices as a
draftsperson so all we need is the information.
We also need a picture of the site arid a sketch or
two of the approaches so we can draw the bloody
thing(Tich! Tich ! Tanner). To refresh your
memory we need details on take off
(height - ASL , AGL), type (sheer cliff,
grassy slope), wind direction, top/bottom
landings, speeds required to soar, local
hazards, directions to nearest hospi t al/doctor
and the address of a local contact.

His eyes shone with a fierce light that contained
more than a hint of madness as he told of his
determined struggle to bring the mail through.
He said he ' d been on the road for 65 days, living
off dew which collected in folds of the envelope
every night.
So with two other helpers I worked until 1 . 30 am
processing two months of memberships - these are
all in the mail today (the 4th). There are about
thirty rating cards which I will send out tomorrow
(the 5th). For all those 70 odd souls who played
Australia Post Roulette. and lost - I am sorry if
your enthusiasm has been blunted by the incompetence

1981 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETI NG

of Australia Post.
. .. featuring

fo r

the first

At the time of writing

FREE wine,

I am still waiting on an explanation (hope they
don't post it). The envelope contained letters
postmarked from the 29th of September to the end of
November.

gl iding/hang gl iding
To be he l d a t
Glouceste r

Greg Tanner

cheese and

(NSWHGA Secretary)

.. o n
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t i me . . . .

bikkies
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fi l ms.

SP ORT S HOUSE,
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FRIDA Y, FEBRUARY 6th, 1 981.

7 .3 0p.m.

approach, although a bit obvious, is something
along the lines of "My, why are these Observers
so handsome? Oh, talking of which could you sign
my ... etc."
This is worth at least three X top
landings with most Observers, and you'll get used
to crawling to people in no time once you get
into hang gliding.
In any case, the more you
crawl, the sooner YOU get to be an Observer and
the sooner you get people forcing booze on you •..

Glossary of terms.

Part two

Powered kites have a few uses:
(1) Being noisy and dangerous, they are especially
potent at frightening away spectators.
(2) They
use up petrol and blow exhaust fumes everywhere,
thereby destroying our claim that we neither
pollute nor destroy our environment.
(3) They
give Sue Lawley something to talk about when
Nationwide 's a bit thin on news:
"What's on
tonight, Bob?" "Not a lot, Sue." "O.K ., I'll
nip out and get someone to crash a powered hang
glider."
(4) If the buses, roads, taxis, trains,
hovercraft and airlines are on strike, you can
get from London to Paris on one.

Compiled by Rod Bird.
Reprinted from Wings, official magazine
of the British Hang Gliding Association.
The Met Office, as everybody knows, is full of
Omen poring over charts and statistics, men who,
from the briefest glance at a wet-bulb hygrometer can give you 12-month predictions of precipitation, lapse rate, etc. - but men who refuse
to look outside and see what the weather's
really doing.
Also, they have some extraordinary
ideas about what a day's hang gliding involves,
like when you ask them for a strength and direction the chap at the airport says "Hang gliding,
eh? Well now, at twenty thousand feet it's
northerly

Queues.
On crowded days you sometimes find
queues of kites waiting to take off.
Your best
bet, as a beginner, is to ignore these.
Rig up
in a nice clear area - like the one the flyers
are using to land in - then carry your glider to
the front of the queue, crying "Out of my way,
you nonks!"

Funny how people from all walks of life fly hang
gliders, doctors, lawyers, policemen, criminals but have you ever heard of a hang gliding Met
man? Of course not, he'd only turn up at the
right hill .about once a year.

Nonk is a hang gliding word that means 'expert'.
The importance of Accident Reporting cannot be
overstressed.
The trouble is, after any decent
crash the last thing you'll want to do is fuss
around filling in forms.
You'll have plenty to
do, compensating the farmer(s) for damage, telling your mates all about it, and ordering new Aframe sides, etc.
So lots of pilots are now
getting around the problem by investing in a
Bird Accident Located Logging System (B.A.L.L.S.)

Nil-wind take-offs seem to worry a lot of flyers,
generally poofs who can't take having their
front teeth shattered by violent contact with the
ground, their eyes slammed full of warm, stillsteaming cow-dung, their dentures stoved in,
their flying suits soaked by slithering along
the ground, yellow-livered nancy boys who get
upset when they see a bit of blood on the sail
or a few tooth-marks on the uprights, limpwristed hilltop queens ~ho baulk at the idea of
running flat out down steep hills, and prettyboy fair-weather posers with Gucci kite bags who
turn to jelly when they get that toppling, sinking this-could-hurt feeling which all true flyers
love.
After a few NTOs, taking off in a
decent wind is about as interesting as watching
someone rig a Vortex.

The real beauty of the BALLS unit is that by using the Utility Pad option (BALLS-UP), you can
record your accident before it happens, while
you're still fresh and alert.
So next time you
find yourself heading downwind into a council
housing estate, or otherwise restricted landing
area, think BALLS~ ... and reach for your BALL
pen.

If you should come across a conceited young man,
leaning with practised nonchalance against a bar,
drink in one hand, pilot task form in the other,
he is probably an Observer. If he's openly
accepting drinks in exchange for signatures, he's
definitely one. For the beginner, trying to get
some tasks signed up, the main thing to realise
is that every Observer has his price.
A good
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shuffling about your glide r e mitting a series of
tuts and mumbles.
Eventually you'll hear a
sharp intake of breath, and the stupid old fossil
will come out with some inanity such as "Have you
checked those clevis-plates?"
Restrain yourself from wittily rejoindering,
"Naff off, you geriatric berk". You can easily
outsmart him by telling him they're made from
HT-80, or polypropylacetate, i.e. make him feel
behind the times.
He'll be deepl y insulted, and
disappear. If you really want to rub salt in the
old coot's Boer War wounds - and it is fun follow him over to his kite, and proceed to
ruffle him with observations like "I see they've
had some nasties in the States using those old
SWG-8s, then."

Sponsors.
As soon as you've got your PI signed
up you'll naturally start looking round for a
sponsor.
Now sponsorship is a delicate and
intricate subject, and many's the page could be
set thereon, but qn appreciation of the basic
rules will help get you off to a good start:
(1)
Don't worry too much about what your sponsor's pushing.
Choose the one with the fattest
wallet.
If he doesn't know what a hang glider
is, so much the better.
(2)
But be reasonable about it .
I mean, do you
really want to see yourself, drifting gracefully
and skilfully along the ridge, under the golden
rays of a setting sun - and a thirty foot Durex
ad?
(3)
See his money before touching your kite.
Many's the glider that's been' given a magnificent
paint job - only to have the sponsor back out.
If this happens use your imagination, and get
your own back wherever possible.
Few ex-sponsors
can stomach a flying proclamation such as "ESSO IS
CRAP" . The ruder the better, naturally.
Thermals.
Herein lies one of the greatest myths
ever to corrupt man's understanding in the field
of aviation.
If you think thermals are bubbles
of warm, rising air, you're halfway to realising
their significance to the hang glider pilot. However, if you further believe that the club ' pilot
goes around looking for them, you've either never
net anyone who's flown into one, or else you're
tripping on intravenous George Worthington articles.

Ventimeters are marvellous things.
They tell
you how strong the wind is.
Except sometimes
small boys blow in the hole and the perspex
steams up and the disc gets spit allover it and
jams at sixty.
Other times it's blowing so hard
you can hardly stand, never mind fl y , branches
ripped off trees, sparrows groundlooping, and it
says five.
You give it a tap, five, a real
clout ... stamp on it, bite the end off ... five .
You put it back in its cardboard tube and it
zonks up to thirty.
Ventis disprove the laws
of statistics because you could have fifty on the
hill and you wouldn't find two saying the same.

For, my friend, thermals run 747s a close second
as just about the most unpleasant things you can
clash with in the sky.
Not only will they bump
yOu around a fair bit, but you could end up with
a lot of unwanted height.
If it's height you
want, there are pastimes like mountaineering and
pole-vaulting specially designed for perverts like
you.
Hang gliding is about talking and posing,
and frankly talk about height gains just spoils
it ' for everybody else.

Just as you're about to take off some clown will
go and stand in your way, holding a Venti above
his head like it . was the Olympic flame, and begin
shouting fifteen-fourteen-eighteen, etc., which
as we all know has got nothing .to do with the
windspeed.
The best trick with these twits is
to keep asking him to call the speed louder, and
more often.
Eventually your "assistant" won't
dare move his eyes from the scale (especially if
he thinks you're somebody important like a league
pilot) and you can sneak off and enjoy watching
him pass out, thro u g h hype rve ntilation.

U-bolts. Well, O.K., I admit there aren't any
of these on a kite, but there are lots of other
things with names like shackles, swage-buckles,
turnbottles, eye-rings, D-bolts, etc., all named
specifically so no-one can tell what they are or
where they go. As a beginner you'll be staggered
at the number of times some grizzled veteran will
come hobbling up while you're rigging, and start
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Your kite, when you get it, will be held toqether
by Wires.
Theoretically, at least.
Yet having
unzipped the bag and poured out a bewildering
bundle of cables and tubing, nothing could seem
less likely.
More than one flyer has given up
at this juncture, gone home, and taken up golf.
General procedure for ·undoing tangles depends on
the severity of the knot.
A minor one, like a
twisted top-rigging wire, might be remedied by
simply rotating the kingpost a few times.
More
serious tangles will necessitate varying degrees
of disassembly, for instance taking the heartbolt out (a right bitch of a job on top of Hay
Bluff in the snow, when the only tools you've got
are a penknife and a box of Swan Vestas) .
In really bad cases you have to send the kit back
to the factory to have it sorted out, and in fact,
in some corner of each manufacturer's premises
you'll find a small pile of gliders, labelled
'Irretrievably Knotted', kites so hopelessly
tangled they'll have to be melted down and
started again.

----------r=~---

X-rays are occasionally encountered by the discerning aviator.
Now it's common knowledge that
if you walked into Casualty with your finger
jammed in a Carabiner, and just happened to
mention the words 'hang gliding', next day the
papers would be full of "BIRDMAN'S HORROR PLUMMET
ON TO KILLER PEAK SHOCK" stories.
So something
along the following lines usually takes place:
A Doctor: What's -the trouble?
A Flyer: (Wearing flying suit, helmet, prone
harness, etc.): It's my arm.
Doctor: How did you do it?
Flyer: I was, er .• playing football, doc.
Doctor (casually): So what's the helmet for?
Flyer: .Um, er. American football.
Doctor (prodding): .. bruises .. swollen ..
what's BHGA stand for?
Flyer (getting flustered, starting to sweat): Er,
British, er. Hot Gas Association.
Doctor: I see. Hot Gas. Hmm. Very interesting.
Let me see the other arm. Hot gas eh" Not Hang.
Gliding, then?
Flyer: Hang Gliding? Phew, you wouldn't get me
up in one of those.
(Door opens. Another man enters) •
New man: I've stuck yet kite on my car. Dave.
What's up, doc? See you don't get plaster on
his harness. Affects the glide angle, see.

MISSING MEMBERS
At least one issue of SkySailor has been
returned to TAHGA after being sent to these
members. If you know them, tell them to
send us their new address.

Yanks. From what you read, you'd think it was
different for Yanks.
"Huslin' the Quadratrac
through the dust devils on Agony Heights, up to
the TIO ramp at Death Valley.
"Ah saw only jes'
a coupla flyers skyin' out there, jes' Jon Boy
Zupchenki, Dwight X Sneerbaum, and a girl flyer
Tits Petrocelli on the Seagull 30 meter. Climbin'
up to 109,000 ft. over Skeleton Desert there, it
was real good fun ter git a meaningful LID comparison fer the Mitchell Wing over the other
ships. M'old Mitchell came out pretty good, with
Tits losin' out on accoun' of her higher drag.
Over Gopher Canyon (11,000 ft. ASL) there's sink
can whup a ship down 10,000 ft. in five seconds
'n leave a guy facin' a three day hike out.
Coupla days back a flyer landed down there, din'
have no food or water, had to eat his yario
etc . . "
Somehow, you get the feeling nobody's ever done
a top-to-bottom over there, or ground-looped, or
landed in a cow-pat, or ...
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TAHGA number

NAME

11594
12050
12742
12866
13944
13997
14014
14058
32476
32493
33019
33028
33548
43096
43608
43609
43626
53183
53243
53251
63076
63069
22565
22609

D.
C.
J.
Jo
D.
R.
R.
H.
N.
W.
D.
T.
R.
E.
K.
M.
R.
P.
P.
R.
P.

Varcoe
MCKay
Guthrie
Freeman
Forster
Smith
Portner
Kramer
Hearn
Davies
Bendel
Boyd
Shaw
Shaw
Porter
Simons
Graham
Salewski
Donnelly
Heigl
Wright
G. Doneo
G. Hyles
P. Brazil

THE

GREAT ESCAPE

Recently I was involved in an accident at
Stanwell Park, enclosed is an accident report.

Method of Launch:
Weather Conditions:

It was a stupid accident and should never have
happened.
I was lucky to escape with so little
injury to myself.
To make matters worse, I own a
'chute, but was not wearing it at the time, having
taken it off the week before due to very light
conditions.
I have learnt some valuable lessons
from that accident, and so I would like to make
some comments of my own, in the event that you
decide to print my report.

Accident Details:

My accident can be p~t down to one bad mistake
only:- Overconfidence. I remember reading, when
learning. that most accidents happen to pilots
during the intermediate stage when they have
learnt all their basic flying skills, but have not
yet learnt to appreciate the dangers and limitations
of hang gliding.
Well, it was a hard way to learn
these lessons, a way I will never forget, and one
I'd like to emphasise to other flyers going through
this intermediate stage.

EYEWITNESS

15 November 1980

Location:

I was flying at about 900 feet
over the eastern face, doing a
lefthand wing over.
I stalled
the kite on the top, my sail
deflated and sideslipped down,
the kite then inverted and
tumbled backwards twice, during
which the lefthand leading edge
broke on the outer side of the
sleevingr it righted itself and
then did a flat spin into the
ground.

REPORT

As the kite was spinning, it was drifting in towards
the rock face.
I watched him go down, and he got
the glider under control, in the sense that it started
to fly straight. By this time he was close to the
face and approximately a third of the way down the
face.

bruises~.

Date:

SE winds,10-15 knots.

...... 1 did not see the original manoeuvre.
But
the glider was spinning, out of control. The left
hand wing was broken at the junction of the cross
bar. The sail did not appear ripped.
(It did.)
I
remember seeing the pi lot holding the 'A' _frame.
He appeared to attempt to control it, but his body
was being thrown against both sides of the bar
and he was hitting the 'A' frame quite solidly.

Aerobatics and hang gliding in general is potentially
very dangerous.
The feeling of dropping out of the
sky is one I'd like to never experience again.
These potential dangers can easily become reality
if the pilot doesn't keep his limitations and those
of his glider in mind. Leave the more dangerous
manouvres to the more experienced pilots, always
minimise the danger factor and if you own a 'chute
wear it, regardless of the site and conditions.
You never know the consequences of an error in
flight, they could be far greater than a few
_________________________________________

ACCIDENT

Foot

The glider remained stable for a few seconds, and
then it started to spin again ...... I did not
actually see the kite hit the ground, but I flew
back and the glider was in the lantana with the
nose in towards the cliff face.
I saw the pilot
come out from under his kite, looked up and waved,
walked over and sat down beside the glider ..... .

REPORT
1.00 pm (approx)

Stanwell Park

pilot:

ANOTHER EYEWITNESS

Age:

24

Sex:

Male

The hand of God was upon him and set him down as
qently as a feather. His kite will now bear
fishes far above the sea for evermore.

TAHGA No.:

Kite Owner:

Dear Editor

Same

Injuries:

Minor - bruising and abrasions. No
other persons involved or property
damaged.

Aircraft:

Skyland Pelican Pl, 1978 model

It took me 5 years to persuade my mother to come
and watch hang gliding so she could understand
that it is not "wild stunts carried out by dare
devils and mad men".

No previous accidents .
pilot Experience:

1 year and 8 months,

Experience of Type:

Same

No. of Flights at Site:
No. on Day:

We arrived at Stanwell one Saturday with a
perfect south easterly blowing.
I took to the
air with many others. Soon my mother's imaginings
of great danger were dispelled . But not for long,
out of the sky right in front of her came a diving,
tumbling, broken, swirling mess of glider.
As quickly as the glider disappeared below the cliff
my mother's worries were back. Needless to say
she now "knows" all about hang -gliding (as do all
the other passers by that day) and all hope of
easing her mind is lost.
If the person in that
glider had to answer to my mother he never
would have done it!

65 flights .
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Flying position:
Safety Equipment:
Aircraft Damage:

Nature of Terrain:

Prone
Helmet (undamaged)
Broken lefthand leading edge,
bent righthand leading edge,
bent wing bolts and centre pins,
bent 'A' frame, torn sail.

Signed

Sloping face covered in lantana.
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Son of traumatic parent

(S T P)

PAUL VAN HOFF: FATAL ACCIDENT - A REPORT
by
RALF BUCKLEY, ACTHGA
This report is not intended to take the
place of the official TAHGA Accident Report.
There are many better qualified than I to
write that. For similar reasons, it is not
written as a tribute to Paul, though along
with many others I should certainly wish to pay
such tribute. It is merely one eyewitness
account , because I was specifically watching
Paul take-off and was in a good position to see
what happened. I hope others will correct or
corroborate my impressions.

wrenched control from any pilot. Comments
from pilots more experienced than I would be
appreciated, particularly those who took off
just before Paul.
While waiting for the ambulance to arrive,
I checked Paul's helmet. I wanted to see
whether there was a small hole above the gash
on his head, or a broader crush zone which
would indicate concussion but less chance of
skull fracture. The helmet appeared undamaged.
He was definitely wearing it when we reached
him, so it had not been torn off during impact.
My only guess is that the flesh wound was made
by the corner of the rectangular foam pad
inside, heavily compressed and twisted by the
impact. At Tumut hospital, I was told that
Paul had injuries to the base of the skull below
the helmet. I suspect that on impact the
fiberglass shell flexed and the foam pad
compre ssed solid, so that the helmet's only
effect would have been to distribute the blow
slightly. The injuries were to the base of the
skull, not the crown, but no one saw how his
head struck. I'm not sure that any helmet would
have made much difference in a head-on crash
at perhaps 40 k.p.h., but the first step might
be to replace the foam pad by more rigid, but
crushable material--perhaps a plastic or
aluminium honeycomb 2 cm thick, under a more
rigid plastic shell. I am sure that the
technology is available to make much better
helmets, and I for one would be prepared to pay
the extra costs. At present I am keenly aware
of the similarities between Paul's helmet and
my own.

Paul took off a couple of meters behind the
edge, and ran. As he left the edge he was level,
and flying. The kite rose a few feet, paused,
rose again at a steep angle of attack, paused
again, peeled off to the left in a steep bank
and crashed on top of the ridge. I estimate
that it was 10 ft. above the edge when the turn
began and it continued to rise in the turn. The
left wingtip was 5 ft. above ground as the kite
reached 900 to takeoff direction, so that Paul's
body would have been about 15 ft. above ground.
The left wing blocked by view of the actual
impact, but the angle of the kite as it hit
indicates that the lower left corner of the
A-frame struck first, followed almost immediately
by the nose and left leading edge. I have not
inspected the A-frame to see whether its bends
confirm this. The kite spun further during
impact so that when we reached it it had turned
0
220 from the original take-off direction. Paul
was lying on his side, head down, his body at
about 280 0 to take-off direction, perhaps
indicating that his head struck first and his
feet kept swinging around.
We cut him loose and held him where he was
until the ambulance arrived over an hour later.,
During that time his pulse was strong, 80-100,
and his breathing regularly spaced though
cycling in intensity. He was bleeding slightly
from nose, mouth and ears and more profusely
from a triangular gash on the right side of his
head above the forehead. Injuries and treatment
need not be described further: his death was
due to brain damage. All present assisted with
first aid and radio communications. I myself
firmly believed he would recover, and we were
all bitterly sorry to learn of his death later
that evening.

I learnt to fly at the same time as Paul
and until 1978 flew with him constantly in
Canberra. During his eighteen months in the
U.S.A. his flying has left his Canberra mates
far behind, but his return here for the 1980/81
summer promised us all some good flying together.
The last few weeks have seen us all at Williamsdale on many occasions. Like the many pilots
who have flown with him recently in the U.S.
and elsewhere, I had great respect for his
ability. I am sorry that he died.

It is probably impossible to say exactly
why he crashed. Since rigid top battens prevent
sail deflating, it is not certain that the foil
stalled. To me the indications are that with a
southwest wind gusting up and across the face,
the left wing stalled as the kite rose steeply
from take-off. It may be that Paul was having
trouble with his harness but his experience
makes it seem unlikely that his eagerness to
ge t into the air impaired his concentration.
Given the shape of the take-off, a strong
cross-wind gust at take-off could perhaps have

Comments by addi tional eyewi tness'es have suggested that Paul's knee-hanger type prone
harness may also have made a difference. This
design makes entry into prone immediate so that
where turbulance is encountered near the ground
after take-off, the pilot is already in the
prone position and therefore more likely to
impact head-first. pilot's with any type of
prone may wish to delay entry into prone position
especially in these situations to guard against
any unexpected difficulties while still near
the ground.

Safety Coordinator's note:
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Friends and Fellow Flyers

PAUL VAN HOF

IN RETROSPECT

The news of Paul van Hof ' s death hit me as I was
driving to work on the Monday after the accident I was stunned . My mind filled with thoughts of him
and the times I ' d met him and flown with him.

It seems that Skysailor again has the unpleasant
task of reporting yet another loss to the sport
of hang gliding . The very same Paul van Hof who
only last month sent in a 'Letter to the Editor'
regarding the untimely death of another flier,
Peter Brown, in a motor bike accident .

Not long after I took up hang gliding I met this quiet
unassuming stranger at Snapper Rocks , a Hang IV site
in S A.
Realizing he was from interstate I went up
to him to tell him about the slope. Although I was
only a Hang II at the time Paul listened intent ly t o
what I had to say before producing his Hang IV rating
card.
Needless to say I was a bit embarrassed to be
telling a Hang IV about a slope (I was still a bie
overawed at people who could Soar in those days) but
nevertheless I was impressed by his attitude.

Paul had only recently returned from competing in
various hang gliding competitions in the United
states, where he had also spent some time
instructing beginners. He was killed on Saturday,
29 November 1980 competing at Talbingo in the
first of a series of Cross Country League
competitions whi c h he was organizing .

In '78 I caught up with Paul twice, once at the
Nationals at Burra and then in November when he and
Timmy Travers lingered in Adelaide on their way back
from their attempt to fly across the Great Australian
Bite. At the Nationals I saw once again a person to
emulate in flying.
I also met Paul 's lady, Coral ,
in Burra and was very impressed by such a nice person .

Paul was an extremely experienced and safety
c onscious pilot who had travelled overseas to
compete on a number of occasions.
Details of the
acc ident will appear elsewhere in this issue
of Skysailor.
Paul ' s death is a great loss to hang gliding in
Australia.
He will be sorely missed by all who
knew him and particularly by members of the
ACTHGA with which he was closely associated .

While Paul was here in Adelaide I learnt more of his
ideas about flying - the theory and practice. He had
so much patience with those wanting to learn.
I also
learnt more of what Paul thought about other things,
Life in General . It all fitted in - to me. He was
such a nice guy.

PAUL VAN HOF CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE TROPHY
The Cross Country League seri,e s of competitions
which Paul was organizing, and of which Talbingo
was the first, will now be organized by Clyde
Farquahar.
No prize money was awarded in the
Talbingo competition.
Instead, the entry fee
money (some $300.00) will go towards the Paul
van Hof Cross Country League Trophy which will be
awarded to the best flier at the end of this
series of competitions, each year .

I haven't seen Paul since then but I ' ve followed his
travels in Skysailor and all the flash yank magazines.
His name always seemed to appear regularly somewhere .
He was one guy who really gave something back to
flying with his keenness to teach and explain the
wonders of flight . However, that didn't quell his
desire to continually improve his own flying skills
and I guess there weren't too many things he hadn't
tried (with a cautioned approach).

Paul was convinced of the thermaling and long
distance potential of Australian inland sites.
This first and continuing series of competitions
to find Australia's national cross country
champion will now bear his name.
If Paul ' s
convictions prove to be correct about Australia's
potential for corss country flying a number of
distance and height gain records may be set in
the process . A truly worthy way in which to
remember one of Australia ' s great fl~rs.

So , I ' m sad we've lost Paul-~e can't afford to lose
guys of his calibre.
More correctly we can't afford
to lose anyone.
To his family and friends may I offer my condolences
and sincere sympathy .
I share his loss with you.
Coral, I ' ve lost touch with you but please accept my
kind thoughts.

Paul's comments in relation to Peter Brown apply
equally to Paul:

Paul , if you left us a lesson by your death let's hope
it becomes apparent and known to all of us.

"He always had lots of time for any
beginner or advanced pilot that needed
help bettering his skills if needed.

And, Paul thanks for the experience of knowing you your memory will remain in me.

' Paul' will be sadly missed forever by
his many true friends and everybody who
knew him ."

Rob Woodward
Oak lands Park, South Australia

Above all he should be remembered for his
consciousness of the need for care and safety in
all hang gliding situations and particularly in
cross country and inland flying . He constantly
reminded less experienced pilots of this ever
present need for safety in hang gliding .
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TWO ACCIDENTS AT LAKE GEORGE IN CANBERRA

Apparrent or probable cause: Stall and recovery
into 360 0 turn too close to ridge. Contributing
factors: only the pilot's 4th prone flight and
his 2nd flight at this site, the pilot was seen
drinking alcohol before taking off and may have
been drinking earlier in the day, evidence of
emotional upset.

6eneral description of site: 30 kilometers of
easterly facing ridge up to 800 ft. AGL, thickly
timbered except for about one kilometer at take-off
where ridge is completely clear on top and bottom
with no obstruction.
Description of take-off area:
Flat-top ridge,
rounded at edge, easy take-off, no obstructions,
1 in 2 slope.
Site rating:

Pilot's injuries: Head injuries, fractured
skull, broken wrist, punctured lung. Reported
to still be in a coma.

Hang 2

First accident occurred on 25 October 1980.
Pilot had Hang 1 rating and approximately 17 months
experience.

Glider:

Cohen Super-2 manufactured in 1977.

Helmet:

Full-face motor cycle type.

Damage to helmet: split about 2 inches
area of right temple.

over

Wind on the day was NE at approximately 15 knots.
Sequence of events: "Not wishing to land at the
bottom, the pilot did one very good top landing
and then took off again straight away. He was a
bit overconfident. He made about six or seven passes
along the ridge. The last pass was a downwind leg.
He was flying parallel with ridge over the top of
the ridge. He was doing a fast down wind landing
but hit a stump (4 ft. high) at about 15-20 mph.
The base bar of the A-frame hit the stump in the
Witness-Kim Webb
middle. "

ACCIDENT REPORT
FATALITY

HUME WEIR

pilot's Name:
Colin Campbell
Equipment:

Pilots injuries: ' Jaw broken in five places, lost
2 teeth.

Moyes Midi Swallowtail

Pilot's comments: He mistook high ground speed for
airspeed and pushed out but the kite did not respond.

Coonan and Denlay (Jockey Type) Helmet

Moyes vertical Harness

Life Jacket
Shoes were worn

Apparent or probable cause: "Over-confidence.
Li ttle experience at soaring at this site. Reactions
too slow, could have turned away to avoid stump, but
just pushed out. Didn't understand enough theory."

Moyes Towing 'A' Frame

Harness:

Inboard power boat fitted with Constant Tension
Winch System.

Glider:

Boat:

Hanging
Moyes Stingray, manufactured June 1979.

Boat Driver:
Sam Gravette and Observer ( "Googsie")

Second accident occurred on 9-November-1980.

Conditions:

pilot had no rating. He had been flying approximately

Towing conditions were good, with a light on-shore
breeze blowing. Cloud cover was approximately 1/10
cumulus.

12 months.

(??)

Description of Accident:
Wind on the day was ESE at approximately 18 knots.

Towing was proceeding normally. The deceased, who
had two previous launches that day, clipped into his
glider and performed a launch from the beach. The
glider was towed to approximately 300 feet.
I glanced
away for a second, but heard a gasp from the spectators.
Looking into the sky, I saw the glider tumble end-overend forwards, for two complete rotations. It then
appeared to stabliize in a nose-down attitude in a
side-slide. I saw and heard the sail luffing, and
the glider struck the water intact, with so spars
broken. The towing boat and a boat from the beach
were rushed to the scene ' of the accident, but despite
their aid, the deceased was Dead on arrival at the
hospital.

Sequence of events: "After near stall on take-off,
pilot headed south keeping in very close to ridge.
He had some difficulty getting into prone (was
fumbling for stirrup). pilot was in prone for
about 10 seconds when glider appeared to stall gnd
enter a rapid dive with nose pitched down at 45
or more (relative to the horizon). After diving
40-50 feet, glider suddenly went into a steep right
hand 360 0 turn (not a spin). The glider hit the
hill 3/4 of the way around the turn (almost flying
parallel with ridge) and flipped upside down.
pilot was prone on impact and may have struck some
jagged rocks close to the crash site." WitnessJeff Cotter

Witness
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Colin Barry

TOWING
By Bill Hoyes.

The towing of hang gliders has been a sensitive subject since the development of high
aspect and large wing span gliders.
Safe towing demands a high degree of skill of all involved.
pilots on today's large wing span gliders will
experience more probl'ems with roll control than
we had in the past.
It is this lack of roll
control that leads to the lock out situation,
where the glider is turned, either by a lift under
one wing, an inexperienced pilot ot an inexperienced driver.
Once the glider turns approximately 20 0 from the direction of the tow line the
components of the tow force will increase the
bank of the glider to the point where full pilot
correction is not sufficient to regain bank
control (hence the term lock out) •

The boat driver must be familiar with meteorology.
He must understand the problems that
will be encountered with wind gradients, wind
shear, and wind direction.
Changes in wind direction, both in the horizontal and vertical components.
The throttle-release man must be

When a lock out occurs the force causing the
problem must be removed immediately.
That is
why all the boats must be fitted with a quick
release.
The pilot in the glider has his hands
off the control bar .
So if he is to be saved
Once he
it must be the tow crew who saves him.
is released and regains control he must immediately release the trailing tow line or he's
still in trouble as it may snag on something
while he is in free flight.
Adequate releases
and efficient methods of releasing them are the
first priority in towing.

In towing circles we have an accepted series
of signals between the pilot and the throttlerelease man.
They are, 1) less speed ••••
pilot's legs spread. 2) Cut throttle .••• legs
spread and crossing rapidly. 3) More speed
a kick or pedal motion with one leg.

seated in the boat in such a position as to be
able to keep his eye on the pilot and glider
during the towed period of the flight.
He must
be able to vary the speed of the boat to agree
with: 1) pilot signals, 2) changes in angle of
attack of the glider and 3) changes in air speed.

Conununications

A light coloured panel in the centre of the
kite gives a good background for easy recognition
of signals, particularly when long ropes are
used.
other signals should be arranged between
crew and pilot before take-off.

The towing system that proved excellent in
the past where the bridle system assisted in
pitch control must be extended to also assist in
roll control before it can be placed in the hands
of trainee pilots.

The air speed experienced by the glider will
change during the towed period of the flight~
Due to either the meteorological reasons or
acceleration due to the position of the glider
during the climb.
The throttle-release man has
the most responsible duties of the trio and must
also operate the quick-release in case of an
aborted take-off or other reason for an emergency.

A report of a Canberra towing accident in
the November issue contains so many obvious flaws
in the system used that there's no need for
further comment.
The development of a new towing system is necessary and there's no doubt that
this is a new system.
However an inventor should
be prepared to test his own invention himself and
not use the public as test pilots.

The towing of hang gliders has developed by
boat towing over water.
It is the safest method.

Winch and Car Tows

Towing adds further hazards to hang gliding.
It should not be practiced without an expert
crew and pilot.
Towing without the correct conditions, equipment, and personnel is dangerous.

The use of the mechanized winches and land
operated vehicles is possible, however the tow
crew must be familiar with their above duties and
the operation of the mechanics on the system of
intended use.
The added hazards of high tension
wires, trees, obstacles and uneven terrain to
operate a vehicle pose problems.
An aborted
flight with a hard landing is harder on land than
on water.

The art of towing demands skill and experience from all involved'.
That is the pilot, the
driver, and the throttle-release man.
The pilot
must be experienced enough to be able to recognize the source of the forces being experienc~d
by the glider and to signal the' towing crew for
changes in speed as necessary.
And, to control
the pitch and direction of the glider during the
towed period of the flight.
He must. avoid any
situation that may cause a sudden release during
a steep and fast climb.
A combination of all
these, that is: 1) steep climb, 2) high speed,
3) sudden release, will cause ~ pitch over and
loss of control.

The use of today's high powered vehicles as
a tow source can and has caused structural failure in the glider or equipment simply by the use
of a fraction of an inch of extra throttle.
In
general, land towing, though not impossible, has
so many hazards that it is not advisable.
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Mare About getting Helmets
Together

a

Heads

By Stan Roy, Q.H.G.A. Safety & Training Director.
I am writing in response to the previous
article of the same title which I consider only
serves to confuse H.G. pilots, particularly
learners about suitable helmets, I would like to
attempt to throw a little more light on the subject.

One prominent Qld. flyer had a brand new C
& D helmet and it had no repeat NO cord at all
in the suspension system.
If we look at Motor Cycle helmets, and that
is the direction in which we should be making comparisons rather than to ultra-lightweight sporting helmets, you will find that they abandoned
suspension systems over ten years ago.
I think
probably without exception, all major brands of
Motor Cycle helmets use a polystyrene liner between 10-20 mm thick as an impact absorbing
system.

Firstly I don't think that using the criteria
s eL down for Bicycle Riders Helmets is very
relevant to requirements for a suitable H.G.
Safety Helmet .
Several reasons are obvious here.
The
phy sical exertion required to fly a hang glider
is not such that ventilation is necessary and a
hang glider pilot is shaded from the sun when
flying.
Also I do not accept that 500 grams is
a reasonable upper limit for a hang gliding
helmet.
A lot of H.G. pilots wear the Bell
open-ear Soaring or Utility helmet which weighs
around 1000 grams and although some complain
that they are a bit heavy and tiresome on the
neck, a lot say that they can handle the weight,
or would rather have this slight discomfort and
feel peace of mind that they have better protection.

A few months ago I wrote to Dennis Pagen
who was the Safety and Training Committee Chairman for U.S.H . G.A. regarding helmets for hang
gliding.
Here is his reply.
"As of January I am no longer Safety and
Training Chairman of U.S.H.G.A., Jan Case of
Chandelle S.F.O. is.
However, I will answer
your questions concerning helmets, as I investigated the situation a year or so ago.
The
helmets I recommend are ones passing the Z90 1971
Testing criteria.
These are the Bell, Buco,
Hustler and Windhaven.
I have not seen the
LEAF helmet in person (only photos) .
If it
passes the Z90, I should include it.
(My note I have since been assured that the LEAF H.G.
helmet passes the U.S.A. D.O.T. Z90). The Bell
and Buco cut away helmets are no longer available
from the manufacturer.
Thus I personally sell
the Hustl e r or Windhaven.
I feel any helmet
with less than the Z90 - 1971 is inadequate.
This includes Hockey helmets, bicycle helmets,
rock-climbing helmets and the UP helmet (shell
and minimal padding) .
I also feel that helmets
should not cover the ears.
A beginner has not
the ability to judge airspeed by muffled sound
or bar feel, he needs all the feedback he can
get.
An advanced pilot should not be cut off
from warning whistles or yells while soaring in
a crowd.or thermalling."

I think it is regretable that in an article
about the suitability of helmets for hang gliding
that the Cooper SK 100-300-600 and the C & D
Bicycle helmet and probably the other Bicycle
helmets was even brought up at all.
I would
reject m0st of these helmets out of hand as being not adequate protection for H.G. pilot safety.
Of course any helmet is better than none at
all, which was the disposition of most top N.S.W.
flyers only a few years ago.
Most of this discussion and investigation on
H.G. helmets in N.S.W. seems to stem from a discussion I had some months ago with Bruce White
(the N.S.W. Co-ordinator) regarding the fact the
C & D helmets used by a lot of H.G. pilots had a
sticker on it saying Approved by N.S.W.H.G.A.
I
expressed the opinion that it did not measure up
to what I consider a suitable standard.

It was gratifying for me to see that Dennis
agreed with the opinions that I had held for a
long time.

My basic objection to the C & D helmet is in
the category of absorbing impact energy.
In the
Australian Standards Association A.S. 2063 - 1977
this falls under section (b) of 4.1.1. Protection
System Components.
This I feel is the basic
function of a Safety helmet.
As far as (a) a
hard smooth outer shell and (c) a retention system
- I have no objection to it at all in these two
departments.
However in the basic function of ABSORBING
ENERGY IMPACT it must surely fall miserably short.
In this department it uses a Suspension System
which is supposed to keep the hard outer shell
fr o m contacting the head and absorb impact energy.
However, in the C & D helmet the suspension system
is only designed to work right on the top of the
head.
So if you get an impact on the sides,
back or front of the helmet, there is no real
impact absorbing system, just a thin layer of
soft open cell comfort foam.

Also in regard to the suspension system in
the C & D helmet, I have inspected many of these
on flying sites and found that only a small percentage (about 1 0 %) had the cord in the suspension system tied tightly enough for it to be of
much use, and remember that it only functions if
impacted within a small area right on top anyway.

I feel compelled to also add that the above
mentioned helmets should not be considered good
enough for motor cycle use as they do not pass
Australian Standards for same.
I might add that at the time I complained to
the N.S.W. Co-ordinator, I phoned Steve Moyes and
expressed the opinions and concerns about the C
& D herein expressed, as Moyes advertised themselves as Australian Distributer for C & D Hang
Gliding helmets.
These interstate phone calls,
including one to the Australian Standards Association probably cost me between $20-$30.
The Standard Association of Australia Mark
Section of course informed me that there were no
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Many Motor Cycle helmets which cover the
ears can be modified by removing some of the
padding or foam to reduce restriction to hearing.
still they are fairly heavy, most being well in
excess of 1000 grams.

standards set down for hang gliding helmets.
I
expressed concern that many hang glider pilots
were wearing helmets of the lightweight and sporting or bicycle riders type and that I thought that
we in hang gliding should be leaning more to the
motor cycle stantlards.
A Mr ••••.•• of the Mark
section S.A.A. was in sympathy with my opinions.

I think that a lot of Hang Glider pilots
are simply wearing any old helmet to fulfil the
T.A.H.G.A. requirements to wear a helmet.
The
attitude of many advanced flyers in this regard
is lamentable, as they set a bad example to
learners.

The tentative criteria for Hang Gliding
helmets I would set down would be something like
this:(a)

Hard outer shell with no ventilation holes.
My objection to ventilation holes is tha't
they are likely to help dislodge the helmet
by catching on sharp objects or branches
during impact, ' also they weaken the outer
shell.

(b)

Polystyrene foam impact absorbing liner.

(c)

Retention System.

(d)

Impact, Penetration and Retention standards
at least surpassing A.S.2063.

(e)

Hearing impedence of not more than 10 to 20%.

(f)

Weight not exceeding 1000 grams.

Also it gives the general public a better
image of hang gliding if they see we are wearing
a reasonable standard of safety helmet.
While we don't want to become fatalistic
about falling on our heads, it is a fact that
some flyers do, it would be nice to think that
we have given them (our heads) a good standard
of protection.

I feel confident that the helmets I sell,
the Windhaven and 'LEAF will pass this criteria
with flying colours, as the Bell Utility did.
The Bell was made to look inadequate by the
Ventilation and Mass Standards of A.S.2063,
which as I said, I find irrelevant to hang gliding.
Most of the helmets I would recommend are
initially designed for motor cycle trial riding
and though not passing the A.S.A. motor cycle
standards for road use are eminently suited for
hang gliding.

skysoaring indu stries
P.O. Box 103, Thirroul 2515.

They are the Shoei S.C.I., Warner, Windhaven,
Leaf and Bell Utility.
Helmet Comparison and Construction
Brand

Shell

Liner

Retention

Weight

Shoei
S.C.1.

F'glass

polystyrene
10 mm
approx

Fair

62.0 grms

Polystyrene
12 mm
approx
Windhaven F'glass Polystyrene
14 mm
approx
Leaf
PolyPolycarbon- styrene
ate
18 mm
' approx
F'glass PolyBell
M'cross
styrene
open ear
18 mm
approx

Good

Warner

F'glass

phone Steve Kennard
(042) '67 1794
VARIOMETERS ••••••• • ••

0

.0 • • • • • • • • • • • 0.

$170.00

Hummingbird D varios
640 grms
HELMETS ••••••
GPA Moulded helmets
5 sizes, White, Blue
Orange

•••••••••••••••••••

$54.00

ALTIMETERS

.

$115 0 00

0

Fair,vinyl
stretch
slightly

620 grms

Fair

920 grms

••• 0

0

00 . 0 . 0 . 0

.\¥I ND

ME TERS

0 0 •• 0

•••••••••••••••••

.......... 0

Hall windmeters
with brackets
Good

0

Thommen 2000-26
Altimeters.
0

•

0

0

•

•

•

•

••

$2 3 • 00

'

1000 grms
PARACHUTES • •••

00 • • • 0 • • • • • • ,

••••• •

Advanced Air Sports,
Kevlar lined with 20
lines, 20' canopy, 1 oz
cloth, v tabs o Weighs
4 lbs and is super compact

A lot of flyers still prefer the Bell for the
extra protection although many think the weight is
a bit much.
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••••

$380.00

MT. BUFFALO WILL BE TOUGHJt
(Mt. Buffalo, Victoria 27/12/80

~

5/1/81)

vii) attend a compulsory pilots meeting to be held
at 9 p:m. on December 27th, 1980, at
Porepunkah Hotel.
(Any pilot who misses this
meeting will not be permitted to fly until he
has obtained a private briefing (cost $10 per
pilot).)
Private briefings could result in
a competitor missing one or more day's competition.
viii) a breach of the competition rules (especially
those pertaining to ANO 95.8 and the concessions obtained) will automatically result
in immediate disqualification from the competition and the pilot will not be permitted
to fly during the remainder of the competition.

Entries for the Mt. Buffalo X-C have closed.
For those lucky pilots whose entries were accepted, things are going to be tough.
Just peruse
the following list of pilots and judge for yourself.
There are some very competitive flyers
amongst them.
(Incidentally, if your name is
not amongst those in this list, don't come to Mt.
Buffalo expecting to fly during the competition
period.
You will not be permitted either by
':;le competition organizers or the National Parks
people.)
List of Competitors:
Paul Bardsley NSW
Bob Barnes NSW
Colin Barry VIC
Bernie Beer VIC
Ray Chatfield WA
Paul Cleland
SA
Ian Collinson NSW
Dennis Cummings NSW
Rob Danaher
VIC
Allan Daniel
NSW
Bruce Daniel
NSW
Shane Duncan
NSW
Rick Duncan
NSW
Russ Duncan
NSW
Ron Foss
USA
Clyde Farquar NSW
Ron Fidler
NSW
Phil Flentje
SA
Dennis Gilbert NSW
Gilbert Griffith VIC
Peter Greenhill VIC
Colin Rushton NSW
Daniel Scott
NSW
Bob Silver
NSW
Klaus Stieglbauer VIC
James Summons VIC
Peter South
NSW
Paul Tanner
VIC

Ian Hamilton NSW
Peter Hanson NSW
Wesley Hill
VIC
Peter Holloway QLD
Bruce Jackson
VIC
Ian Jarman
NSW
Trevor Jones
NSW
Steve Kennard
NSW
Stewart Kenworthy NSW
Chris McDonald NSW
Trevor Michan
VIC
Paul Mollison
NSW
Greg Moloney
WA
Steve Moyes
NSW
Ian O'Neill
VIC
Glen Parris
NSW
Steve Powter
NSW
Andrew Rennie
VIC
John Reynoldson VIC
Steve Ruffels
VIC
Brian Rushton
NSW
Val Wallington NSW
Bruce White
NSW
Rod White
NSW
Greg Wilson
NSW
Greg Withers
VIC
Colin Woodward NSW
Craig Worth
NSW

It is expected that a representative from
D.O.T. will be present during all or part of the
competition.
He has also been invited to attend
the compulsory pilots briefing.
The organizers would like to demonstrate to
the D.O.T. that hang glider pilots are a responsible group of people who understand a lot
more about flying than most people give them
credit.
They would also wish to demonstrate
the capabilities of the current "state of the
art" hang glider (and its pilot), and impress on
D.O.T. the need to relax some of the restrictions
in the ANO 95.8.
Bothered by rules and regulations?
If you
are a X-C pilot who has sat for the T.A.H.G.A. H4,
H5 exams, then you shall find most of the competition requirements a pushover.
If you are
not, then the whole palaver is going to do you
some good anyway.
Most contestants will be able
to console themselves with the thought that they
are flying at Victoria's premier thermal site
for prizemoney in excess of $1,000.
(Not bad eh?)
Mt
' c~lo concession to height restriction
is the /)
;ven for a competition. Although
the f
·0
-'" being drawn up by the D.O.T.
and ~
1'OS.(:·r. I.. S "ives; it is expected
that the
S ""lll II1},is 1'0..0
. roughly rectangular
and will be
0e C'le "o,fl'
'utical miles wide
0"
0"
<SS
.
.
and 180 nautico..
90",. O"C'e
he~g~t clearance will be up to
Sect"'o So
" ~s the LL
for the area requeste<..,
Oc:-C'Q
k-~
<:, look
at AUS-VEC2 and imagine a,_
~i,9~ \S' "0<1..
;t .
Beauty, Khancoban, Tumut, Wa<j _
:Y
'vS
Toolamba, Euroa, Jamieson, Mt. b~
Mt.
Beauty.

Official Wind dummies:
Fred Butcher
Peter Lissenburg
Ian Cameron
Not only will the flying be tough; so too
will the competition organizers.
The organizers
have negotiated with D.O.T. (Department of
Transport) and come away with the "largest"
exemption from ANO 95.8 in the history of hang
gliding, and they will ensure that all pilots
adhere to the rules relating to that concession.

It is interesting to note, that .this area
includes air traffic that is the most dense in
Australia, and that at this ti~e of the year the
traffic is at a peak.

Some of the competition rules:
all pilots will:i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

hold a H4 (or higher) pilot rating.
carry an altimeter (DOT requirements) .
carry a parachute.
will be tested as to whether they know the
ANO 95.8.
v) will be tested as to VMC in relation to
cloud (see visual flight guide pg.40).
vi) hold 1981 T.A.H.G.A. membership.

BUFFALO

LATE ENTRIES

Steven Blenkinsop
Julio Borges
Rick Martin
Phil Mathewson
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SUNDAY OUTING

By Sam Payers.

"Flying Lessons" drawn by A. Belford, N.S.W.

On Sunday last, I went out to
Kurnell, those sand dunes there,
And all those -crazy people, they
Kept leaping in the air.
They jumped off froin those sand dunes
With wings strapped on behind,
They have no ground beneath tbeir feet,
It really blows your mind!
And even worse, when they got down,
They'd stagger back for more,
They'd get back up all red of face,
What do they do it for?
And some of them -kept crashing,
With faces full of sand,
You'll never get me on those things,
I'd rather stay on land.
There's lots of hanger-on-ers,
Like girlfriends, boyfriends too,
In fact it's quite a party
They bring their picnics, too.
The food tastes so much nicer
With sand allover it,
And who could ever think of
A nicer place to sit.
We got down there quite early,
It was all peaceful there
Until these people staggered up
Carrying their kites and gear.
Then like a swarm of butterflies
Their wings they did unfold,
Their brilliant colours on display
What a sight to behold . .

Dear Editors,
I read with interest recently in Glider
Rider Magazine about some guy with a pet hawk
that goes flying with him.
It is absurd that
such a trivial feat got so much publicity.
I
feel the time has at last come for Prince and I
to come out into the open.
We have been flying
off the back part of our farm for a couple of
years now in this harness I made f~r Prince (see
photo) .
Sometimes he even flies on his own,
but I have to rig the kite for him.
As soon as
lambing is finished we are thinking of going up
to Aucklarid for some beach soaring and to try
and get one of the manufacturers interested in
producing more harnesses so other people can also
enjoy the company of their horses.
The harness
could probably fit cows, walrusses and really
big girlfriends but I haven't tried it on any
yet.

And then the wind got stronger
It's like needles on your skin.
But they just grinned and grabbed their kites
And said "Let's get stuck in".
You could hardly see the sand dunes
As the edge got fuzzy, too,
And all our things got buried
As that wind blew over you.
Then some of them got really high,
Just hovering in the air,
They made it look quite easy,
Just staying right up there.
One even went in circles
To cheers and shouts below,
And then he landed back on top,
That's really hard, you know.

We are trying to get a cargo parachute so
if any of your readers can help us we would like
to hear from them.
Also it is hard for us to
get to the library so why don't you write an
article in your technical section about Hypoxia
in Horses?
Prince gets lazy after about 30
minutes above 10,000 feet which is a nuisance to
say the least.

And then t'was really funny,
The wind, it changed right round,
One kite did lots of somersaults,
As it blew across the ground.
Some kites they got all broken
With bent A-frames and things,
It really was exciting
Watching them smash their wings.

FROSTY GIBSON

&

But still those crazy people could
Not give their game away,
They dragged their kites for miles to dunes That face the other was.
But I couldn't stand a minute more,
That sand's too much for me,
And I'm not like those people •••
I think I'm sane, you see!

PRINCE

**reprinted from AIRBORN
magazine of the New
zealand Hang Gliding
Association
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Another 100 mile +
by

(3) Steve took off relatively late in the
afternoon (2:20 p.m.) .
It must be remembered
that the days of late August are much shorter
than in late June and early July.
His progress
was relatively slow when compared with all the
other 100 mile flights.
Most were in the air
only 4 hours and 40 minutes or less.
Steve
was in the air 6 hours and 2 minutes, and landed

George Worthington
U.S.A.
(Current world distance record holder - 178 km)

at the incredibly late hour (for August) of
8:22 p.m.

It's been an exciting summer and fall. New
records have been set at Sandia (Peter Gray, 89
mile) and Elsinore (Sterling Stoll, 60 miles) in
a ddition to the Owens Valley flights (October
issue of Hang Gliding) .

Steve, as you might expect, was rather
reluctant to write about the facts of his great
flight.
However, after several efforts in this
direction the following letter was finally
received from him.
It's hard to imagine that
any account of this flight would be more pleasurable than hearing about the flight in Steve's
own words.

It seems important and newsworthy that one
of «the very best pilots in the world has now
joined the ultra exclusive "lOO-mile-club", in
a spectacular flight made on August 25, 1980.
Everyone should have guessed by now that the
pilot's name is Steve Moyes.
If one had to select the best cross-country
pilot in the world today, most knowledgeable
people would probably feel that it is a tie
between Steve Moyes and Rich Pfeiffer.
Of
course, there are other very strong contenders
who might win the Classic in '81, such as Rich
Grigsby, Larry Tudor, Joe Greblo, or Jeff
B~rnett, to name the most likely.
However,
the "smart money" would seem to favor Moyes or
Pfeiffer.

"Hi George
Flying 100 miles has been the incentive for
the three cross country flights I've had
this year: over 60 miles in Australia,
flying on a sea breeze front;
100 km was
covered in Italy; 115 km was flown in
front of a dumping C. B., and finally 109
miles at the Owens Valley.
Interest in the Cerro Gordo flight is
appreciated, as few people are interested
in the conditions of the day and the difficulties which occurred during the flight.

On Augu's t 25th, Steve flew a flight which
had three very interesting factors:
(l) ' He took off on the back-side of Cerro
Gordo.
Maybe others have do~e this also, but
I have not heard that such flights have had much
success.
There is . never a guarantee of getting
up at Cerro Gordo on any take-off.
And if a
pilot can't find lift on the back-side, he will
be forced down in the desolate area known as
Saline Valley, wher~ retrieve will probably be
a very difficult problem.
Also, if the wind
is blowing to ' the west on the spine at Cerro
Gordo, it would be expected that the lift on
the west side will be poor and maybe rotorish.
But all of us still have a lot to learn about
flying Cerro Gordo, and Steve has now been the
one to point the way.
Now more pilots will at
least consider taking-off from the back-side
when the wind is in that direction.
It sure
beats cancelling the day 's flight and driving
down.
And it beats waiting around till 3:00
or 4:00 for the wind to change and thereby
losing all chances of making a really long
flight.

(1) We drove up to Cerro Gordo specifically
to fly 100 miles at 12:00 noon.
There were
clouds already forming on the east side of
the Sierra' ·s .
(2) Arriving at the top at 1:30 p.m. the
wind was 10 mph from the east making launch
on the we st side dangerous . ' ' At 1:50 p . m.,
decided to set up and launch off the east
side, 2:20 p.m. launched off the east side,
and found good lift conditions on the west
sun-facing slope.
(3) From launc h to New York Butte took one
hour, minimum altitude 12,000 ft.
Finding
good lift, it was decided to fly straight
and slow up to the back of Mazurka but this
plan hit a snag as I hit an easterly wind
at the back face of Mazurka that made the
thermals choppy and unworkable and was
forced to fly to the brown hills on the
southside of Westgard (45 mile mark). There
was little or no wind until this point.
Then climbed and turned to cross Westgard
with 13,000 ft.
Flew into sinking air
which felt like leeside sinking air, caused
by the south wind (blowing in the westgard
area) and got down to 7,000 feet over south
fork at Westgard which was the lowest point
in the flight.
From South Fork, I was able
to porpoise to get to Boundary by 7:20 p.m.

(2) Steve achieved this 100 mile-plus
flight at a time of y ear considered by most
experts as being too far past the prime month
of July for success.
There were probably three
or four "hundred-mil e " days in July.
There are
usually none in August.
There is a suspicion
that August 25th wasn't a 100 mile day for any
pilot in the world except Steve Moyes;
that
onl y his great skill and determination were able
to fashion a good day into a "great one".
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The sun was on the top 1/4th of Boundary
(97 mile mark) so I stayed there climbing in
the light convection until I reached 15,000
ft.
Left Boundary at 7:30 p.m . and headed
for Montgomery.
Since it seemed so sure to
be able to fly 100 miles, I was really starting to try now.
Arrived at Montgomery Pass
at 7:50 p.m., with 12,500 ft. and with 6,000
ft. still underneath and a full moon.
In
all the conditions that were existing at
'that time I was thinking to spend another
60 minutes in the air.
For a while this
seemed a good possibility because from
Montgomery Pass to the intersection of 6
and 10 I hit 100 f:p.m. lift and arrived at
the intersection with 13,000 ft.

101 MILES ON THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN BIGHT
Ron Grey, a V.H.G.A. member, has flown 101
miles along the Great Australian Bight.
The
flight was from the WA-SA border to 3.7 km west
of NME89 (map reference).
He took off at 12:30
p.m. and landed 3~ hours later (which 'is amazing
speed for that distance).
He was averaging 90
km/hr on some sections and was assisted by a
strong SW tail wind.
If the conditions had been
more favorable (more southerly, and therefore
onto the ridge)'he feels he could have gone
another 30 miles.
Ron was flying an EF-6 rigid wing design.
He reports that it was an "exciting trip" since
his maximum height was 550 ft. above cliff-top
and minimum was 140 ft.
For those unfamiliar
with the area, there is no bottom landing along
most of the ridge and no boat pick-up would have
been possible because of the rough seas ' generated
by southerlies.
The pilots had set 200 ft. as
minimum altitude and planned on top landing if
they got any lower.

Keeping in mind that Eric Raymond flew 120
miles and believing at that moment that his
point of landing was 10 miles past the intersection, I was convinced I'd be able to pass
that point in the buoyant air.
Shortly
after the intersection however I noticed my
ground speed was slow and the moon was now
covered by cloud and I hit turbulence with
500 f.p.m. sink and a strong head-wind from
the north.
I could see I was going backwards but visibility was poor.
As the
mountains rose on either side of me it could
be s een that I was making some headway, but
loosing altitude rapidly, and could see two
vehicles driving along with their lights on
and thinking, I was 3,000 ft, dived down
hoping to land before they passed.
As they
drove under me I could see from their lights
I was only 150 ft, and I prepared to land.
The time of landing was 8:22 p.m., six hours
and two minutes after launch.
It was disappointing that the conditions put a sudden
end to a nice flight and also of reaching
further with such an ideal situation.
13,000 ft. and full moon over intersection!
I'm interested in hearing about your world
record flight George, wondering if there
are any similarities in conditions.

The flight was filmed by Long Glide Productions as part of "travel-log-thrill-seeker"
type TV program planned for replay in February.
The flight was part of an attempt to break
the world distance record of
set by George
Worthington in Cerro Gordo, California in the
U.S. in July, 1980.
The other pilots involved
were Andrew Rennie and Ian Robinson with Bob
French and several others along as official F.A.I.
observers.
Congratulations, Ron.

Regards,
Steve Moyes"

Dear Editor,
The Nares REconstruction Board in association with Mucoid Investments Pty. Ltd. are happy
to announce a tie for this year ' s Ethmoid
Turbinates Prize.
Vic ' s 'Reflections ' and P?ul
Hough's 'Beyond Your Control' were judged to be
the best contributions published in Skysailor
during 1980.
The ultimate in high bar harness allows the pilot
to soar in comfort. There are no pressure points
in the hammock which is suspended from 3 bars, one
at each end of the harness (and one in the arms
reach) •
Available in rainbow colours
. Custom features available.

Both lucky winners receive a week at the
pub at Outer Bullamuckhankie plus a free packet
of Kleenex.
Merry Xmas,
The Flying Nosepick,
Chairman of the Board.
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TRIVIA:

Queensland News

The recent pineapple Festival Fly-In was
a casual success.
Visitors from Mackay and
Proserpine made their presence felt with quite a
few combined flying hours at Ritamada.
Shifting
kites and bodies up to Eungella and back brought
home the efforts Ron Draper and co. put in.
Tom preston between picking cactus thorns
out of his feet put in his first 20 minutes
soaring flight and capped it with a top landing,
hence the thorns.

Minutes of the November Executive Meeting.

Visitor from N.S.W. Chris McDonald made an
impressive cross -country flight from Clay tons
Hill (300' AGL) N/W to Yamba on the Bruce
Highway.
48 kms at approximately 4000 ft (???m).
An example of the limits to our cross-country
potential ... None~~
There's a pub at Yamba
too (while you await your ground crew) .

Meeting started 8.00 p.m., November 4th, 1980.
1.

All executive meetings from now on are to be
held on the 2nd Monday of each month at a
predetermined member's address.

2.

V.E.C. charts covering all the flying sites
at the North Coast, Sunshine Coast,
Rosslyns Lookout, and Tamborine Mountain
are to be made available for inspection by
D.O.T. for the inclusion of Hang Glider
symbols on to the next edition of all V.E.C.
charts.

3.

4.

Steve Marshall's Eagle 6 is making a good
recovery following a bad case of "Bluff bends"
and should be decorating the sky again soon.
Geoff Kent in an attempt to beat his (blush)
attraction for naked bodies and yellow Land
Rovers has purchased an Eagle 7.
We're hoping
the Eagle takes you up and beats this addiction.

At 2 p.m. Thursday, 13 November, QHGA
executive meets with D.O.T. with reference
to height clearances and Hang Glider symbols
to be placed on all current V.E.C. charts.

Rosie Roberts plans to pay TAHGA fees, club
fees, buy a kite and buy a harness and buy a
helmet and get a little insanity for free - aint
money wunerful.

Haydn Sargent's television programme is to
film two flying and general aerobatics up
at Rainbow beach on the 15th-16th November.

5.

Regional competitions are to be held in the
new year, with the dates and places to be
organized by all regional directors before
the next Q.H.G.A. meeting.

6.

Meeting closed 10.00 p.m., 4th November, 1980.

Eungella - QHGA 2nd A.G.M.
Eungella Chalet launch site is no less than
spectacular and must rank highly in Australia.
The formidable RAMP will earn its reputation as
a take-off not to be taken lightly.
Even the
untrained eye could see that EFs launches are
very difficult both for pilot and wire men. No
doubt that problem will be debated for some time
to come.

At last there is movement in the right
direction for Q.H.G.A., with a meeting with D.O.T.
to finally work out certain height clearances and
to apply to have hang glider symbols placed on
the next issue of V.E.C. charts of all current
hang glider sites.

All pilots were Hang III and IV .
More than
one pilot made a haphazard -launch.
Even the
easiest take-off (is there one??) demands the
closest attention. Brian Duffy has any 'info'
you may need on "how to get Mega Mk II's and
EFs's out of Tulip Oak trees".

D.O.T. has agreed in principle for a height
clearance at Rossin's Lookout to a height of
4,000 ft AMSL with a cross country corridor
running NW from the take off area to a distance
of 10 miles.
Official notification of approval
will be granted to us in the near future.
D.O.T.
has also agreed to placing hang glider symbols
on the next issue of V.E.C. charts to show major
flying sites in Queensland.

Criticism aside the flying was amazing.
Both Jim and Mahl had an enjoyable time.
perhaps
Buzzz is more appropriate.

The
starting
the 1981
you with

Quote to end all ...
A T.V. Norm in state of amazement as hang
glider complete with pilot attempted to fly through
his first floor chalet window - "If you want to
watch thu' telly you can come in the front door
like everyone else".

Q.H.G.A. executive hopes everyone is
to send their money to T.A.H.G.A. for
membership so we the executive can issue
your new rating cards and rating stickers.

Business
Jim has the various rating forms so so so
. .... go and get rated folks.

Graham Pukalus,
Public Relations Officer,
Q.H.G.A.
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NOBBY NOTES

CAPRI-CAPERS
At last Yeppoon has been established on the
hang gliding map of Queensland, and the sudden
inflow of "Out of Town" fliers verifies this.

by Graham Pukallus
Nobby Area Sky Surfing Association

A few days prior to the Fly-In Peter Bray
(EF5) , Mahl Oakes (Chevron) and Brian Duffy
(Mega 2) attempted the Browns Lookout to Yeppoon
run.
(Browns Lookout is a 600 ft, NE-facing
drive to takeoff, top landing, inland site with
an undulating ridge running 8 km out to the coast
to Yeppoon.)
Combining thermaling with weak
ridge lift, Peter made it to the beach whilst
Mahl and Brian dropped out 1 km short.

Well, Christmas is closing in very rapidly
with only a few weeks to go till our Christmas
fly-in.
The Nobby club is in the process of making
final arrangments for the fly-in on December 7th
'which looks like it should be a great event. We
have invited.top RAAF officials and also representatives from D.O.T. to witness our club's
activities and enjoy our hospitality.
During the fly-in our club is holding a
number of raffles to raise money to help sponsor
the Australian team to attend the World Hang
Gliding Championships. We hope to raise a
substantial amount for this worthwhile cause.

The ' Pineapple Festival is the major yearly
event here with a procession that passes by "The
Bluff", which is a small cliff face of approximately 40 ft where you can work your way up to
a bowl of 500 ft.
We were requested to put on
a show by the Festival Council.
The wind was
pumping in the required ESE direction on the day
so the Mackay Boys and the local lads did their
bit.

Dave Oxley and I recently visited Eungella
during the 2nd annual meeting. We enjoyed ourselves immensely; thanks to the hospita~ity shown
to us by all the local fliers. Although we only
came 4th and 5th respectively in the crosscountry competition out of 26 fliers, we enjoyed
the experience gained by flying some of the
state's top pilots. We will be looking forward
to competing again next year.

The following day was spent at Rita Mada
(a 250 ft East-facing drive to takeoff, top
landing, coastal site).
Ron Draper, Davo, Nev
Hoger (Mega's), and ~ev McGinn (Maxi) of Mackay
Club plus our own club members had an enjoyable
day.

Our next trip to Rainbow Beach should be
a great success with a few competitions organized
and a co~siderable amount of public relations
wi th Fiona McDonald from the. television show
"Wombat" and Tracey Thomas from the Channel 0
news. They are going to take part in some two-up
flying and filming so we hope you will see the
results.

Clay tons (a drive to top, top landing 300 ft
ESE-facing inland site) had only had a paltry
3 kID flight to its credit until recently.
Daring young Chris McDonald of Newcastle arrived
and stretched this out to 45 kID in his very
impressive new prototype Eagle 6 landing beside
Highway one north of Rockhampton.
However his
companions John Heyman (Eagle 7), Doug Floyd
(Eagle 7) and Greg Ray (5 % Maxi) weren't quite
so lucky and landed at the bottom.

Final plans are also being made for the
N.A.S.S.A. Christmas party . We hope to see as
many visiting pilots as possible and will be
looking forward to an even better roll-up of
club members than last year.
Santa Claus has
been practicing his "ho,ho,ho"s and flying his
new sleigh about the Nobby.
Santa has his
presents ready and would like to warn parents
to wear ear muffs once your child has received
his bag of presents.

Inspired by Chris, the next day, Graeme
Gordon (Lancer 4) of New Zealand made a few
assaults on the hill.
He was unfortunate enough
to have a minor mishap on his last take off
attempt, putting him out of contention by bending his A-frame.
The Capricorn Skyriders are extremely grateful for all those who attended our Fly-In and
hope that if you are passing through our way that
you will drop in to the "Hangies Hangout" (follow
map on Fly-In Notice) or Ring Steve Marshall on
391143 or Jim Searles 397676.

The N.A.S.S.A. executive would like to
urge all members to pay their TAHGA dues as soon
as possible so we can have a sky full of legal
and insured fliers at Nobby in 1981. Anyone who
is non-financial will not be allowed to fly.
There is to be a fly-in at Horalbyne'in
January with Bernie Paritze and Terry Walduck hosting
the event. The date is the 24th of January and we
are hoping for a good turnout.

Mahl Oakes
Public Relations

people coming along though winds have been very
second rate for learning so sooner or later my
kite will find a new home.
A new site at
Bouldercombe 20 kms S!W Rocky approximately
1200' take off in N/E winds is being developed.
We really need a good NE side especially at this
time of year.
The Government in its wisdom is
delaying my transition to Brisbane but will
plague your telephones when my time comes.

Dear Nobbies folk,
Just to let you know we're alive in Central
Queensland.
The rag is purely for locals in
content but thought any contact is a step in the
right direction.
Jim Searles had received some
photos of an Eagle 6 and a Maxi for sale.
Decided to hang on to my dynamic Ibis until such
time as I've really extended its capabilities
and not vis-a-vis.
We've got half a dozen new
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Cheers for now,
Chick Robb.

Dear Sir,

LETTERS TO THE

I would like to bring to the attention of NSWHGA
members a situation which I feel is extremely unjust.
I refer to the imposition of a $5.00 joining fee
on all new members of NSWHGA. No other State Assoc.
as far as I know, has a joining fee and NSWHGA
executive members have candidly admi tted to me that
it is purely a fund raising measure. That is, there
are no extra costs involved in signing up a new
member, as opposed to renewing an existing member,
that justify this fee.
On the other hand, there are
good reasons why it should be abolished.

EDITOR
This letter refers to my last article,
"Wind Gradient", and Paul Hough's s ubsequent
article "Tales of Mystery a nd Imagination" .
Paul appears to
point of my article,
,n :ticle ho lds water,
which are incorrect,

have missed most of the
and though some of his
he offers several comments
and dangerous.

1. It is in direct contradiction to TAHGA policy.
TAHGA has introduced short term memberships (currently
$5.00 for 3 months) in order to encourage all new
pilots to sign up and become legal and insured.
TAHGA has called for a uniform pro-rata fee system
for new members so that beginners joining late in
the year don't have to pay the full annual sub.
Thus TAHGA is working to make it as cheap as possible
for pilots to become members which is vital if all
pilots are to be legal and insured. NSWHGA, on the
other hand, has decided tha t people wishing to become
full members have to be finan c ially penal i sed to the
tune of $5.00, or 23% more than I had to pay to renew!
Evidently, NSWHGA has decided that it should be
expensive to become a member and thus deter pilo ts
from becoming legal and insured.

My article was about upwind and downwind
turns , not crashes.
Given that a glider under
discussion is high enough to complete the turn,
the effects of the gradient on the start of the
turn are negligible.
However, as the turn is
completed, and the low wing comes closer to
ground level, the effects become very noticeable.
I plead guilty to failing to mention the
effects on the beginning of the turns .
The
point should be made, though, that my article is
not incorrect on any other point, and is no less
useful for the omission.

2. Where does the money go? New members recei ve
very little extra from NSWHGA that renewing members
don't receive. It is certainly not $5.00 worth.
The
pilot handbook and SkySai lor are supplied by TAHGA.
Most of the money goes into accumulated funds and
NSWHGA has so much money that they can afford to
reduce their fee

Paul says, in part "A good''natural'' flyer
will notice his airspeed dropping close to the
ground, and take appropriate action".
Again,
towards the end of his artic l e , he says "You
will not stall unl ess you over-react and push
the bar out much too far and too early".
This
is completely and demonstrably incorrect.
The
person taking this comment seriously will end up
having an accident.
I can assure you that in
light aircraft and sailplane circles, gradient
induced stalls are recognised as a very real
danger, and instructions are given to carry a
few extra knots on final approach to guard
against them.
Hang-gliders are no less susceptible.

3. Who has to pay? Most new pilots are young
people (e.g. Uni students) who take up the sport
beca u se it is the cheapest way to fly.
I would
guess that most experienced pilots are older and
more financially s,ecure. So the beginner is the
person least able to afford to pay the extra levy.
Simple justice demands that the joining fee be
abolished.

One of my main points was to show that the
only way to stay out of difficulties when
approaching a landing in a strong head wind is
to carry extra airspeed.
It is also the only
way you are going to have any airspeed left to
flare, let alone perform the "strong flare" Paul
suggests you are going to need.

Evidently , NSWHGA does not need the extra money and
even if it does then it is inappropriate to le vy new
members.
I ,,,ould rather pay higher State fees than
see new pilots penalised in this way.
If you feel
as I do then come to next NSWHGA annual g eneral
meeting and vo te to abolish the joining fee.
If you
can ' t make it
g i ve me your proxy and I'll use it
to ensure justice for new pilots.

Paul ' s final comment "If you are going to
be slammed in then push out for all you are
worth" is much too vague to be of any value. In
many circumstances it could be very dangerous.
I gave this area plenty of coverage in my article,
and I hope that anyone who feels that they might
agree with Paul, will go back and read it again.

Dennis White (TAHGA No. 13933)
SO Piper Street,
Lilyfield, 2040 .
P.S . To give me your proxy, write me a letter
saying "I give Dennis White my proxy to
vote for the motion that NSWHGA abolish
its joining fee", sign it and send it to
the above address .
D.G.W.

Anyway, I'm becoming totally fed up with
writing articles on theory (probably everyone
else is sick of readi ng them!)
Next time I get the urge to write I'm going
flying instead.
Safe Soaring,
Allan Coates.
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THE AUSTRALIAN
NATIONAL S

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR (cant.)
Reply to preceeding letter.

The V.H.G.A. has agreed to host the Australian National Competition for 1980.
It will be
organized by Wes Hill and staged at Mt. Buffalo.
The dates are from Sunday, 15 February, to
Saturday 21 February.
Sunday the 22nd will be
used as an extra day if needed to complete rounds.

Dear Sir,
In reply to D.G. white's l"etter it is not entirely
correct that the joining fee is a mercenary
exercise. Since I have been secretary the cost of
producing material and posting it out to new
members is approximately $2.50. For this they
receive an updated Introduction to Hang Gliding,
a membership card, a form letter informing them
of their rights and obligations, ten adhesive
helmet numbers and a NSWHGA car sticker.
~

A minimum of 5 rounds are planned with 40
pilots taking part.
Each State can send a minimum of 2 pilots with additional team places
divided'proportionally to each State's membership figures.
The team sizes are listed below..
Selection of pilots for places on the State
teams are left to each State Association.
Entry fees are $20.00 per pilot.
Parachutes
and altimeters are mandatory.
pilots must provide their own transport for pick-ups after
flights.

Add to this the cost of posting Hang I and Hang
II ratings back to the member when they upgrade
their rating. This usually takes up to 2 to 6
months and costs 44¢ at the moment.

The tasks will be cross-country oriented but
no details are available as yet.

Thus the all up cost of a new member is about $3
above the cost of a continuing member.
So it
would be possible to reduce the joining fee to this
figure.

Contact your State Association if you are
interested in securing a place on your State team.
Results of this competition will be used
along with previous competition performances to
determine the next Australian team for the World
Competition in Japan in August 1981.

If the Introductory booklet is published in the
TAHGA manual, as we hope it will be next year, then
this expense will be transferred to TAHGA or provide
additional services to members.

-

:3
A.C.T.
N.S.W. - 12.
VIC.
- 8
QLD.
- 5
S.A.
- 5
TAS.
-2
W.A.
- 5

NSWHGA has lowered its fee by $2 for 1981. This
doesn't sound like much, but given that the costs
will increase by about 12% over the year , this
means that instead of having $22 to spend there
will be only about 88% of this available in real
terms. That is an effective fee of about $20.00.
I think that this represents quite an effort on
our part to save costs.
We probably could lower the joining fee; I would
not like to see it abolished and run the risk of
going broke.
If NSWHGA goes broke this would be
a serious blow to hang gliding in Australia. If
you agree with me then send me your proxy vote to
oppose Dennis' motion. This means you will vote
against the total abolition of the Jo~n~ng fee,
it will be possible to discuss and vote on other
motions to reduce the joining fee.
G. Tanner,
20 Havilah Street,
Chatswood, 2067.
P.S. To send me your proxy vote write and say
"I ...... give G. Tanner my proxy vote to
vote against the motion that the NSWHGA
joining fee beabolished" , and sign.
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Problems with Theory Questions
By Paul Hough, a N.S.W. Safety Officer and
Instructor.

If you have good airspeed, rolling right
and then pushing out more will steepen the turn
without giving excessive sideslip - of course,
pushing out too much may cause a bad stall.
So
answer (d) appears to be correct.

This letter is intended to point out a few
p roblems with the various hang rating questions.
My hope is that the questions will be changed as
I have suggested.
It would be good to hear from
other S.O.s or members about theory exam questions
in Skysailor.

However, if you have high airspeed in the
turn then you can certainly steepen the bank by
merely pushing the bar out more and keeping body
central - again ensuring no stall.
Also, if you
have a fairly high angle of attack and low airspeed in the turn you can steepen the bank by
rolling right and maintaining same bar position;
as long as side slip does not become excessive.

On the whole, however, I feel that the
questions do cover the important areas and that
they do emphasise the most important thing of all
- airspeed.
Ha ng I Question 14.
v~ich

(aJ
(bJ
(cJ
(dJ
(eJ
(fJ

is correct:Most hang gliding accidents are caused by ..
Failure to undertake adequate or any tuition?
Failure to heed warning of erratic flying?
Failure to adequately maintain glider andl
or wear safety equipment?
Failure to allow an adequate margin for
error in terms of one 's own or one ' s
glider 's capabilities?
Poor judgement of meteorological conditions?
Any combinati on of questions a- e?

perhaps a better question would be
"You are circling in a properly co-ordinated 20
degree banked R.H. 360 degree turn.
Describe
the consequences of each of the following actions.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Where (a) ... (d) are as before but without
the "why's".

In the past the "correct" answer was (f)
"any combination of a-e".
However, recent
surveys and ·statistic collections by T.A.H.G.A.
and N.S.W. H.G.A. have shown that (d) is the
correct answer, i.e. "failure to allow an adequate
margin for error in terms of one's own or one's
glider's capabilities".
Of course it should
also be emphasized that combinations of circumstances can be dangerous; as I tried to point
out in my article "Beyond your control" in the
June 1980 Skysailor.

Hang III Question 14.

Cumulus Nimbus clouds eat hang gliders f or
breakfast.
True/False?
This should read "Cumulo-Nimbus clouds eat
hang gliders for lunch. True or false".
Or it
could say morning or afternoon tea, but not
breakfast.
Hang III Question 18.

What is the simple equation for relating ' G'
loading to air speed?

Hang II Questions 17 and 19.

17 .
19.

How can they
What are wing tip vortices?
affect your flying?
What is Ground Effect?
How do you adjust
your flying to allow for it?

This should read "What is the relationship
between maximum possible wing loading and airspeed".
This is because the maximum possible
G-loading at a certain airspeed is not constantly
achieved in normal flight - but only usually in
severe turbulence or manoeuvres which produce a
high angle of attack.
The relationship is not
exactly simple either (not to me anyway).

These two questions cover almost the same
ground.
Question 17 could read:- What are wing
tip vortices?
How can they affect your flying
at altitudes above 100 ft and within ~ wingspan
of the ground?
Question 19 could then be
deleted.

Max. G

=

. 2
A1rspeed
)
( Stall Speed

Hang III Question 12.

Hang IV Question 10.

You are circling in a properly co- ordinated 20
degree banked R.H. 360 degree turn .
You wish
to increase this to a 45 degree banked turn .
Do you a . Push the bar out more, keeping body central .
Why?
Why?
b. Roll left and pull the bar in .
c . Roll right and maintain same bar position.
Why?
d . Roll right and push the bar out mor e . Why?

In a steady speed glide is li f t greater than,
Why?
equal to, or less than weight?
This question should read "In a steady speed
glide is the vertical component of aerodynamic
forces greater than, equal to, or less than
weight.
Why?"
Then the correct answer would
be - equal to, otherwise you would sink faster
or slower and it would not be a steady speed
glide.
As the question stands, the answer is
"less than".
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Now we know all that, we need to know what
R really is, R is in fact mainly LIFT and partly
drag.
So we can say that R is greater than W
and therefore that probably lift is greater than
W, but this last part is misleading because it
ignores drag.
So answer (b) is probably correct
but it is misleading for the above reason.
It
would be best to totally delete this question.

Hang III Question 17.

You are fZying a keeZ pocket design gZider and
initiate a L.H. 360 degree turn.
You push out
too far in the turn and find yourseZf in a L.H.
spin at 500 ft. ,To recover controZ wouZd you a. Stay centraZ/roZZ hard Zeft and puZZ the
bar in?
Why?
b. RoZZ hard Zeft and push the bar out? Why?
c. RoZZ hard right and puZZ the bar in? Why?
d. Stay centraZ and push the bar out?
Why?

By the way we don't go up in a steady turn
because the component V is just equal to Wand
not greater than it.
The horizontal component
H actually makes the turn.

The correct answer should be "Pull the bar
in and only roll' right when airspeed has been regained".
No single present answer actually
covers it.

Hang III Question 25.

BIRDS I HAVE KNOWN

In turning flight, which is the correct statement a.
b.
c.
d.

Lift is less than the weight. Why?
Li ft is greater than the weight. Why.?
Lift remains the same. Why?
weight becomes greater than lift. Why?

- By Sam Payers.
Young Powder Puff the pelican
Went flying one fine fine day,
He really loves to buzz the hill,
And get in people'~ way,
And best of all, he likes the crowds,
There's plenty there to see
When he zoo~s past close to their heads~
Then turns and packs ten G.
The Cookaburra Brothers can
be heard for miles around,
You can always recognise them
By that happy laughing sound, ·
They like to clown around a lot
And spook the passers by,
They like to land on people's cars
Or kites .that's parked nearby.

~-C.F.

Then there's Fidget the Falcon,
Who flies merrily on his way,
He likes to preen his wings a lot,
With a new style every day.
You often hear him whoop and call
So we all know he's there.
He mostly flies the North Shore.
His breed is very rare.

w
W

CF

weight
centrifugal
force

Young Timothy the diving Tern
He knows a trick or two,
He knows how to do all those things
No one else would dare to do.
They say he's landed on the top
Of radio masts and poles,
And he can fly while up-side down,
He doesn't fly by rules.

This sketch shows the forces on a glider in
a "steady state" turn where airspeed, sink rate,
bank angle are constant.
R is the resultant of all aerodynamic forces.
(R is shown here as a vector in the plane of this
page.
There is a further component of R perpendicular to the plane of the paper but it does not
affect this discussion.)
"V" and "H" are
.
vertical and horizontal components of R, so V is
the vertical component of all aero. forces.
Because the sketch shows a steady state turn, the
forces must all balance-out.
So consequently V
is equal to W.
Also, R must be greater than V
(because in a rectangle, the diagonal is longer
than either one of the sides) and as R is greater
than v, it is also greater than W.

ther's young Sam the Sparrow,
Quite an ordipary bird,
He doesn't practise tricks so much,
And he is seldom heard.
But he can fly like other birds,
He's so happy in the air,
He can be found on many a hill,
You'll often find him there.

Th~n
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PARACHUTES
AUSTRALIA
·
68 WENTWORTH AVE.,' SYDNEY, 2010.
Tel. (02) 211 5555
DoT APPROVED (No. 2235) PARACHUTE

'mE BACKUP PARACHUTE

HARNESS & CANOPY MANUFACTURERS.

(P5)

This new item features a 22' diameter canopy with 20' suspension lines.
It is housed in a velcro closed container with throwaway deployment
bag. Container is a wedge shape. Parachute weighs only 2.7 kg. 61b
comple te- - - - - -$320.00

DELUX PRONE HARNESS

(U3)

Only $67.00 without stirrup or $75.00 with. Colours of red, blue, black, yellow, gold, light green,
dark green, or orange. Now has an optional 3rd suspension point.

_____ $ 71. 00
ALTIMETER (16)
This thin wrist altimeter is made in Germany. Especially for
hang gliding. It features an 80QO ft face with 100 ft increments.

------- $78.00
HUMMINGBIRD VARIO (120)
This is a light weight battery powered audio & visual instrument.
It has a bracket for mounting to A frame is supplied with 3
possible mounting positions. It has a battery test facility and
comes with full instructions and carrybag.
reduced to ------ $171.00

SUMMER HARNESS

(U5)

This has the same shape & suspension points as the delux prone harness.
Its constructed of heavy duty nylon open weave mesh allowing your body
to 'breathe' in flight.
------ $ 73.00
C & D H/G HELMET

(F20)

This item is manufactured especially for hanq gliders. In 4 sizes & 5
colours of red, white, dark blue, yellow and light blue. Not all colours
are 'available from stOCK .
------ $ 45.00
KITE BAG (U7)

,.,i

We can manufacture a nylon bag
th full length zi pp in any of 6 colours
to your own dimensions.
We need -length of bag t< diameter.
_~ ____ $ 47.00
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